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A woman of rare passion

When Maggie Kincade arrives at Draycott Abbey, she is stunned to fell that the weathered stone walls offer a
safe haven fron the dangers of her past. The tranquil English manor soothes her troubled soul'until her peace
is shattered by the tall, sexy Scotsman who claims he's been sent to protect her. From the start, Maggie
bristles under Jared MacNeill's piercing scrutiny'yet his very touch jolts her, heart and soul.

A highland hero with a granite code of honor

Jared arrives at the hauntingly beautiful abbey under protest vowing this assignment will be his very last. But
he is enchanted by the breathtaking American assigned to his care, for beneath her bravado he senses a
woman desperately in need of help. Despite all his honorable vows, Maggie's bravery intrigues him and her
slightest touch enflames his deepest passions. When an old danger stalks Maggie to the high hills of
Scotland, Jared swears to move heaven and earth to keep her safe.
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From reader reviews:

Rhonda Munoz:

Reading a reserve tends to be new life style within this era globalization. With looking at you can get a lot of
information which will give you benefit in your life. Using book everyone in this world can certainly share
their idea. Publications can also inspire a lot of people. Plenty of author can inspire all their reader with their
story or their experience. Not only situation that share in the textbooks. But also they write about the
knowledge about something that you need case in point. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach
your children, there are many kinds of book that you can get now. The authors on earth always try to
improve their skill in writing, they also doing some analysis before they write to the book. One of them is
this The Perfect Gift.

John Pasko:

Your reading sixth sense will not betray anyone, why because this The Perfect Gift publication written by
well-known writer whose to say well how to make book which can be understand by anyone who else read
the book. Written throughout good manner for you, still dripping wet every ideas and writing skill only for
eliminate your personal hunger then you still skepticism The Perfect Gift as good book not only by the cover
but also from the content. This is one guide that can break don't assess book by its handle, so do you still
needing another sixth sense to pick this particular!? Oh come on your reading through sixth sense already
alerted you so why you have to listening to one more sixth sense.

Oliver Whitley:

The book untitled The Perfect Gift contain a lot of information on it. The writer explains your girlfriend idea
with easy way. The language is very clear to see all the people, so do not really worry, you can easy to read
this. The book was authored by famous author. The author provides you in the new period of time of literary
works. You can read this book because you can please read on your smart phone, or model, so you can read
the book throughout anywhere and anytime. In a situation you wish to purchase the e-book, you can open
their official web-site as well as order it. Have a nice read.

Paul Herbert:

Don't be worry in case you are afraid that this book will filled the space in your house, you could have it in
e-book approach, more simple and reachable. That The Perfect Gift can give you a lot of pals because by you
taking a look at this one book you have thing that they don't and make you actually more like an interesting
person. This specific book can be one of one step for you to get success. This book offer you information
that perhaps your friend doesn't learn, by knowing more than different make you to be great men and
women. So , why hesitate? We need to have The Perfect Gift.
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